144,000: 16 – A Garden of Green
This week, we move from the power of love/circulatory system to its equal sister/complementary
partner of wisdom-judgment-justice/pituitary gland and endocrine system. As given in Birth of
the Light Body, whereas the color for love is white, the color for wisdom-judgment is green.
With wisdom, good judgment and divine justice, we establish harmony and wholeness in our
mind, soul and body, such that our I Am Self can expresses rightly and in balanced fashion in
and through us. Each of our endocrine glands secretes a hormone into the blood stream that
travels to, and regulates, a particular organ or system, bringing it/them into a state of equilibrium
and equipoise.
On March 18, 2009, Spirit lifted me into such a transcendent state of healing, harmony, balance,
wisdom, good judgment and holiness. At our weekly staff meditation, I sensed a being before
me who was filled with light and whose love lit up my heart. It was Sananda-Jesus the Christ,
whom I did not so much see but rather by faith perceived inwardly. In time, when I had become
accustomed to his extraordinary vibration, he said to me, "Follow me, for I have gone to prepare
a place for you." He led me up a hill that reminded me of the path to Golgotha, where he had
carried his cross and had been crucified. When we neared the top of this hill, however, the
Master ascended and entered into an ethereal garden of other worldly beauty and grace, in
which there were all matter of green trees, bushes, shrubs, vegetables, grasses and other such
plants. Moreover, a green glow suffused the whole place. In time, I knew I was to enter this holy
garden of green, and that once I had secured the pathway to it I would help others to travel
there also, just as Sananda had led me. I was overwhelmed with gratitude, awe and humility.
When I came out of meditation, I knew that it would take me much time to absorb, understand
and integrate this experience, and to have it confirmed. What I did realize was that the green
represented healing, as well as the green of wisdom-judgment-justice. I was to go from being in
the Garden of Gethsemane, where my residual past errors were being pressed out, to the
garden of green or the garden of grace or the new Garden of Eden in which I would function in I
Am consciousness, while still maintaining a physical form, to heal humanity.
Verification and elaboration came at our staff meditation on March 25, 2009, via Phillel/Philip
Jacobs, who is co-director with me of Mark-Age/I Am Nation. Following is what he recorded in
his diary:
"A sphere of white light anchored into my crown chakra and formed around my head, producing
a powerful halo effect. Sananda then overshadowed me. He appeared in a typical
representation as Christ Jesus. Tall and well-toned, he wore a long white robe, which was
blindingly bright to my inner vision. He had dark brown shoulder-length hair and brown eyes.
During our communion, the Master conveyed the following thoughts:
"In the lead-up to Easter, inaugurating the new wave of personal resurrections, Sananda will
conduct a series of transfigurations through the identified 144,000 elect: those light workers, of
all walks of life and spiritual pathways around the world, who freely have elected to serve the
Second Coming program, by whatever name they choose to label it.
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"Sananda will transfigure, infiltrate and suffuse his light body through the light-body essence of
each person who is receptive and who has chosen to serve the divine plan. In his position as
Prince of Earth, he personally will bring to each disciple a specific blessing. This blessing, in
effect a high-energy transfer unique to each one, will be the key to unlock the precise code that
will bring that individual to a higher notch of spiritual resurrection by Easter. 'I will magnify myself
through each one,' Sananda said.
"Each of us has a different code that Sananda will trigger. Our code represents our individual
set of circumstances: our personal soul karma, as accumulated from this and past lives; the
diverse patterns we are transforming in our present embodiment; our particular needs for
healing and realignment; the categories we example for mass consciousness in our
relationships, family units, careers, backgrounds, religions and philosophies, positions of service
to the hierarchal program. All these comprise complex formulas that require a unique equation
to resolve and to bring into higher balance with the Hierarchy's goals for planet Earth. No two
formulas are alike.
"Each of us will experience Sananda's transfiguration in a different way, depending on what is
most needed in our service for the highest good of all at this stage of the Second Coming
program. Thus, some will receive new insights to overcome long-standing soul challenges.
Some will have mental-emotional or physical healings of heretofore immovable conditions.
Some will be sparked with new enthusiasm and determination to accomplish their spiritual
missions. Some will find a greater facility with light-body contact and projection, as certain
blockages will be dissolved and a new alignment will be effected. Some will awaken to new
opportunities of service, new avenues to explore that had not been on their radar screen. Some
even will experience a literal, tangible transfiguration, either in dream or meditation, and will be
aware of Sananda/Jesus' presence in the light body.
"Sananda's series of transfigurations will bring each one to a new step by Easter. But it will be
only the first step, the first lesson in a new mastership class in the university of life. (That further
explains my dream of March 24th, wherein I was orienting myself on the first day of high
school.) Once we achieve this new resurrection in consciousness, we must hold the energy
steady, incorporate it fully through all levels of our being, and broadcast it to all in mass
consciousness. The higher light-body anchoring in itself will present a whole new set of
challenges to master. The going will not be easy or assured. We will have adverse reactions to
this input of light, as Hannibal [Dr. Hannibal-St. Germain, Director of the Sixth Ray of
Transmutation] indicated on March 22nd.
"When Sananda explained all these things to me, I implored him, 'Master, show us the way.' To
demonstrate his point, he stood behind me, placed his hands on my head, and blessed me.
Through my crown chakra he transferred the energy code that would unlock my own next step
in resurrection. I decreed: 'I serve Spirit only! Father-Mother God, unfold my light-body talents
and powers only to the degree that they serve the highest good of all on Earth and within this
solar system. Sananda, I rededicate myself to serving your needs for the Second Coming. So
be it. Thank you for your blessing. Thank you for showing us the way.'
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"Then, while I sat in holy communion, Sananda/Jesus fully entered my form. Transfiguring his
light body through mine, he radiated his light to the world." END.
Dear friends, I suspect that you already have had some correlating experiences and intimations
of Sananda's presence and influence, so please feel free to share them via email
(rhknapp@aol.com) or post them on my blog (http://healinghaven.typepad.com), scroll to the
bottom of this post and click on "comment" which will bring up a screen whereupon you can post
your sharing).
Meanwhile, we are linked as one in the One as we hold one united force field for anchoring
Sananda's light on Earth and for healing humanity. Around the globe, we are sitting on twelve
thrones and rightly judging the twelve tribes of Israel, whom we infuse with love and peace,
cooperation and coordination, good judgment and righteous justice and otherworldly wisdom.
So be it.
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